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In 2017, David Dale Gallery took the decision that
annual programmes would be structured around
a theme, taking a title as a position from which to
start. These selected themes and titles will develop
from a built aspect of David Dale Gallery’s available
property, highlighting a space or feature to dictate the
tone of the year. Not that all the areas available to us
are part of the same agreement. Our main building
housing the gallery, office and studios is on a long
term lease; the external warehouse is on a different
lease, now of equal length to the main building, but
with an imposed sub-let of half the building now in
place; the outdoor courtyard space is through a short
term license, available until an incentive is in place
for the landlord to build on it; and all other space is
unofficially occupied, nothing committed that is too
permanent, too visible – a seat here or there, some
studio artists’ discarded work etc. The owner of all
these spaces, and our landlord for the ones we rent, is
our next door neighbour, Clow Group Ltd.
Two years ago, we started this series of named
programmes with Annex. A publication was produced
which expands on the ideas and exhibitions within
it, so I won’t elaborate on the programme in much
detail. But the premise of Annex was that five
solo exhibitions, plus associated projects with the
exception of our annual offsite exhibition, were
presented between two spaces – the gallery and an
external warehouse. This is the format that has been
repeated (4 exhibitions in 2018 as it’s a GI year),
with 2018 incorporating an external courtyard
as the additional venue and title, 2019 will bring
focus back to the gallery, with our institutional and
organisational practices as the site for exhibitions,
and in 2020 we will celebrate our tenth anniversary
programming around themes brought up by this,
2021 is a while away so we’ll get to that.
The premise behind this format is to offer the
audience a continuity that can be engaged with, and
a context to position the programming of a year. It
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is also an opportunity and provocation to the artists
involved within the project, to possibly bring forward
opposing practices, to be challenged by scale or
conditions, or simply work with a different approach.
However, each exhibition within the programme
remains autonomous and comes from the artist. The
programme is a framing device which can be engaged
with or not, it can be explicit or not, but is there
regardless.
As previously stated, each year’s programming is
characterised by a space available to the organisation.
In 2018, it was an external courtyard adjacent to
the organisation’s main building. I say courtyard,
but that may not be correct term. The space is the
same size as the gallery, give or take a couple of
centimetres, and located parallel to the gallery to the
west. Apart from this space only having two columns
in the middle, as opposed to the gallery’s three,
it is a mirror image of it. But it is not a courtyard
really, there was once a building there. A while ago,
this was 161 Broad Street, the address our building
inherited – or took. The building stood there at least
a hundred years, most likely longer, and incorporated
part of the David Dale College, which our building
was constructed to facilitate in the 1940s. Once our
building was erected, this one lost its front door,
and was subject to numerous alterations over the
following sixty years, until it was sold to Clow Group
Ltd who demolished the interior. So, its not clear
how to term it, it is not a courtyard by design nor
a building anymore, or at least its construction does
not fulfil its original intent – a room without a roof.
The title which has been applied to the space, and
by extension, this years programme, Garden, is a
speculative one. It is a title as an aspiration, or a goal
to work towards. The intention for the space is that
it is developed over the course of the year, that the
space is an activity, production is its thought. The
space will become populated, by artworks, plants
and people, and develop towards becoming a garden.
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That is, an outdoor space, which engages with nature
and is inviting for people to spend time in.
A garden is not a static or neutral space. It is a space
in constant growth and decline, linked to the weather
it is either cold, wet, or briefly pleasant. But it is not a
space that can stand still, or one which can recede to
foreground visitors – objects and people entering the
garden need to relate on its terms. In this manner, it is
the opposite to the gallery. The gallery is unchanging
and unyielding – the works which enter it may alter
it, but after a period of time all traces that they were
there will be erased, and the gallery structure will
remain. The gallery is intended to be neutral, though
many will claim its oppressive and subsuming nature
inhibits this – but the idea underpinning it is that,
although permanent and omnipotent, it recedes to
the background to amplify or isolate an artwork and
an audiences’ engagement with that. The garden is
different, and within the constant shift and growth
of the space, artworks will remain beyond the
duration of their initial exhibition. The works will
be anchors within this changing space, but once out
of the reified confines of the exhibition, the garden
will be quick to claim them – objects will become
weathered and covered in growth, unless its possible
to repurpose as a seat or surface – its use dictating
the care afforded to it.
The garden is a social space, and this version is
produced with this in mind. A garden must be a
welcoming and inviting place, encouraging people
to spend an extended, calming, time there – weather
permitting. But if its nice, that’s where you want to
be. By extension, the garden, cannot be a place where
we deal with anything unduly taxing, overly dark, or
generally weighty – a space for leisure, relaxation,
a bit of contemplation, and enjoyment. This is the
provocation that artists will engage with throughout
the programme, that there is this space – and its
conceptual architecture – to navigate in addition
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to the gallery. The organisation will also work to
activate this space socially throughout the year,
presenting events within it, and making it available
to people for their use.
The space has seen many iterations over it’s life –
a paper merchants, a welfare office, a college, an
extension to an art gallery. This version of the space
inherits aspects of this history, and becomes part of
this line. Developing the space temporarily, before it’s
next version whenever that may be. Certain aspects
are perennial, whereas some are annual.
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Augustas Serapinas’s practice begins from an
empathetic consideration of the people who create
and constitute the organisations and structures
within which we work. Through engaging with
the innocuous and overlooked details that build to
define a life, Serapinas uses his studies of personal
domestic situations and relationships as an insight to
broader institutional working. Through reimagining
and restaging in between spaces – the private area
of a public building, Serapinas complicates and
problematises the assumptions that are attached to
them, not only within art institutions, but the broader
infrastructural context that they operate within.
Serapinas’s practice considers both the structure and
function of the art institution and the architectural
manifestation that enables this. Within previous
projects, Serapinas has offered the host organisation
itself for display in a gesture that complicates the
institution’s normal function and exposes it as an
enigmatic structure that belies its openness.
Interested in relational and non-material practices,
Serapinas interrogates spatiality as a means
of exploring the notion of the encounter – as
opportunity, act or phenomenon – and its implications
for processes of identity-formation. In revealing
previously undisclosed, overlooked or unoccupied
spaces as curious intermediaries that, in their
revelation, assume new purposes and functionality,
the viewer is encouraged to consider new possibilities
of identifying themself in relation to those who also
populate these areas.
For his exhibition, Blue Pen, at David Dale Gallery,
Glasgow, Serapinas has employed this approach
to consider the organisation as defined by the
relationship it has with its neighbour, Clow Group
Ltd. Clow Group Ltd have been a family run business
on Broad Street for over one hundred years, and
situated next to David Dale Gallery’s building
for over the past forty years. The business, who’s
company colours are RAL 5017 (a blue) which can

Blue Pen
Max Slaven
Written for the
exhibition
Blue Pen
Augustas
Serapinas
20.04 - 26.05.18
David Dale
Gallery,
Glasgow
All works have
been made in
collaboration with
Clow Group Ltd.,
185 Broad St,
Glasgow,
G40 2QR.
Supported
by Glasgow
International,
Creative Scotland
and the Lithuanian
Culture Institute.
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be seen on most of their products and their building,
are Royal Warrant holders since 2008. David Dale
Gallery rent our current premises from Clow Group
Ltd, and have done so for six years. Over this period of
time the organisations have briefly worked together
in various instances, primarily in the context of
landlord and tenant. This is the first time that we
have commissioned work to be fabricated by Clow for
our organisation.
The opportunity to do so arose fortuitously, as these
things can do. Around the time that Augustas was
becoming interested in focusing the exhibition
on Clow, a request came through from Douglas,
the Chairman of the group and third generation
hereditry director. He asked that we accommodate a
model railway club, that he was a member of, in part
of one of our buildings. By being amenable to this,
we had access to Douglas’ forty years experience, and
the goodwill of the company to push the project a
little further than may have been previously possible.
In some ways, these micro-transactions are a footnote
to the exhibition, not works but not separate either.
At the core of this exhibition is the joining together
of two practices, developing a relationship through
production and an exchange. The exchange, based
on necessity, brings together the separate logics,
approaches and procedures of two neighbours
and joins them together in a joint production. The
process of producing the works started from a
reinterpretation of existing structures by Serapinas
to create the original designs. These designs were
then reconfigured into the normal standard working
of Clow and produced by them, to then be returned
to David Dale Gallery and presented as artworks, and
not solely the practical objects they would normally
be considered as. Throughout this process there is
a transfer of logic, from the artist deferring to the
fabricator elements of the design and production,
and for the artist and his organisation to articulate
to the fabricator that the objects will have a purpose
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and consideration separate to the elevation of people
from one surface to another – which the objects also
function as.
The idea that underpins this collaboration, is to
illustrate how one organisation’s relationships can
define them, and how the interdependencies of
these organisations offers a greater insight into
their own working practices. Central to this process
is the understanding, that there is no hierarchy or
separation between the industries being performed
within these two neighbouring businesses, and that
they both mutually depend on the other and benefit
from this exchange. The organisations exist in
parallel states, yet not in isolation.
An initial staging point for the development of
this project was learning that Clow didn’t retain
any archive for projects prior to around 1992. For
a company that has only moved 300 metres in over
100 years, this seemed surprising. However, that we
were able then to rely on the remembered history of
staff who had been with the company their whole
life, and have these projects retold with anecdotes
and secondary information – this made the process
much more productive than looking at past project
drawings. As much as organisations are not isolated,
organisations are not anything without the people
who craft and develop them at every level. It seems
correct then, that this insight to a company was led
by a personal oral history.
Through a process of interviews with staff at
Clow, David Dale Gallery and Serapinas collated a
collection of memories about past projects. What
was the first major project they worked on, a
particularly unusual one, one which went wrong etc.
The process for the works in the exhibition was to
take and interpret these memories, and for Serapinas
to then create sketches of objects that represented
them. The objects were not intended to directly
mimic particular historical pieces, or only follow from
one story, but to draw on multiple personal histories.
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These memories were then finalised as drawings by
Clow’s draughtsman before being produced by them.
There are two of these custom produced works in
the exhibition, which are supplemented by older
existing pieces from Clow, and working stock from
their factory.
One story that was told during these interviews was
that forty years ago Clow produced a gantry and
access system for a commercial bakery in Glasgow.
These inspection platforms were placed to go over
the large industrial mixing bowls, which is used
in producing the dough. Upon completion, an
engineer from Clow visited the factory to inspect the
platforms. Intrigued by the process occurring below,
the engineer leaned over the handrail to look into
the mixing bowls. Upon leaning over the handrail, a
blue pen which was in his breast pocket fell out and
into one of the six foot diameter bowls. Clow had to
pay for the equivalent ten thousand blue loaves, and
weren’t invited to produce more work for the bakery.

Augustas
Serapinas lives and
works in Vilnius,
Lithuania. Recent
solo projects
include: Sigi,
Kunsthalle Wien,
Vienna, Austria
(2017); Four Sheds,
Fogo Island Arts,
Newfoundland,
Canada (2016);
Housewarming,
Emalin, London,
UK (2016), Dusting
the Grounds,
DRAF, London,
UK (2016), Philip,
Lukas & Isidora,
SALTS, Basel,
Switzerland (2015).
In 2018 Serapinas
also exhibited
at the Baltic
Triennial 13 and
Riga Biennial
(RIBOCA)
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Wandering through the Wonderland of Lewis
Carroll’s famous tale, the child protagonist Alice
asks for directions from a speaking cat with insights
into the inner workings of this strange world
(the cat’s summation: “we’re all mad here”1). Alice:
“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to
go from here?” Cat: “That depends a good deal on
where you want to get to.” Alice: “I don’t much care
where—” Cat: “Then it doesn’t matter which way
you go.” Appearing and disappearing at will and
threatened by no one, the Cheshire Cat occupies the
position of a grinning outsider to the tribulations
of the other Wonderland characters. Opaquely, it
tells Alice that if she walks for long enough she’s
sure to get somewhere.
In her artist statement, Stephanie Hier reflects
ontime spent traversing digital space; “no idle query
is protected against the danger of an afternoon
lost down the rabbit hole of search to search.”2
She is interested in the ways imagery is consumed
in the 21st century, how meanings shift as images
are brought together temporarily by algorithms
seemingly indifferent to hierarchies of ‘high’
and ‘low’ culture, and how we experience art and
painting within this continuum. An online search
for ‘rabbit’ took me to a constellation of thumbnails
ranging from pet photos, costumes, roadkill and
Bugs Bunny to 17th century still life paintings
of dead game strung up by the hind legs next to
bowls of fruit and silverware. Her work, she writes,
emerges from this “flatness of possibility”.
Imagery taken from clipart, personal photographs
and the Golden Age of American animation—the
era of Mickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny, Betty Boop
and Wile E. Coyote among many others—shares a
canvas with painted scenes recalling 17th and 18th
century European classical figurative painting in
the styles of Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin, Jacob
van Ruisdael and Jean-Honoré Fragonard. For
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A short essay on the
work of Stephanie
Hier
Claire Walsh
Written for the
exhibition
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you plant
for your heirs
Stephanie Hier
16.06 – 21.07.18
David Dale
Gallery, Glasgow

1 Lewis Carroll,
Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland,
(Boston: Branden
Books, 1922), 75.
First published
1865.
2 Statement sent
to me via email
correspondence
with the artist.

example, in the current exhibition the painting Hot
tongue and a cold shoulder features Foghorn Leghorn
and Henery Hawk, two avian characters from a
1940s Looney Tunes cartoon, with sections of their
bodies cut away to reveal a meticulous underpainting
of fruit and silverware in 17th century Dutch still
life style. As with this work, traditional figurative
elements tend to appear in the background of Hier’s
paintings, with the cartoon or illustrative imagery
in the foreground often looking like humorous later
additions made by another hand. A number of works
feature temporary tattoos but aside from these each
element is hand-painted or hand-wrought (in the
case of the ceramic frames) by Hier, who trained in
both classical painting and animation.
Some of the titles read as old-fashioned parenting
idioms, or things that an adult might say to a child.
For example, the name of her recent solo exhibition
at NEOCHROME in Turin, Be true to your teeth
and they won’t be false to you, and titles of paintings
including, More important to click with people; It comes
soon enough; Knee high to a grasshopper and Got more
nerve than a bum tooth. These captions add a further
layer of framing to the images, supporting a lighthearted but sometimes awkward dialogue between
‘older’ and ‘newer’ components.
Adult/child and adult/adolescent dynamics seem to
emerge within the work; from the array of visual
references on Hier’s canvases (classical painting,
template tattoos, cartoon imagery) to her use of
materials (oil on canvas, image transfer, handworked
ceramic) and their associated ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultural
values. This text outlines interactions between these
elements, looking at the use of temporary tattoos
in particular, and links Hier’s practice with artists
whose works explore the connections between
childhood imagery and adult identity.
Hier describes using temporary tattoos and their
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templated imagery within her work as a means of
“elevating the status of the mass produced (readymade) to that of painting.”3 A number of works
in the current exhibition feature these ‘ready-made’
images. The swirling picture of a tiger in a fantasy
landscape that appears at the centre of the painting
Clinging to the life raft, for example, is a life-size full
back temporary tattoo. In another work, Finer than
a frog hair, a colour tattoo illustrating two birds in
a tree has been transferred directly onto the centre
of a blank canvas. In this analogy, canvases are
like bodies. On their stretched skin-like surfaces,
Hier folds in imagery from multiple sources. By
transferring these materials to the canvas, she
points to how images are read differently in different
contexts. In a text accompanying the exhibition Be
true to your teeth and they won’t be false to you, curator
Lumi Tan remarks on the fetishisation of massproduced imagery such as template tattoos within
the sanctified spaces of the art world: “We may
judge the appearance of a pink butterfly on a human
body, but would never do so on the wall.”4
These types of temporary image transfer have been
in circulation since the early 20th century, beginning
with simple food colouring ‘spit designs’ marketed
to children which were transferable onto skin by
water or saliva, before newer methods of printing
onto translucent film were developed in the 80s. The
drive for more sophisticated and realistic designs
that resulted in these new printing processes
coincided with Hollywood’s desire for a product that
could be used to temporarily tattoo actors, allowing
them to inhabit certain roles more legitimately.5 As
with the actors needing to move fluidly from one
identity to another for work; temporary tattoos,
like fluorescent hair dyes and piercings, represent
temporarily constructed identities associated with
passing ‘phases’ of childhood and adolescence.
Artists like Bunny Rogers (b. 1990) and Ellen Cantor
(1961-2013) provide us with rich frameworks for

3 From email
correspondence
with the artist.
4 Lumi Tan, Be
true to your teeth
and they won’t
be false to you
(exhibition text),
NEOCHROME,
Turin, Italy,
January 26–March
4, 2017.
5 https://www.
tattooarchive.com/
history/temporary_tattoos.php,
accessed 30 May
2018.

thinking about the connections between childhood
imagery and adult identity. In different ways,
their works underline the significance of popular
childhood imagery and template characters (for
Cantor this was Disney and Hollywood, for
Rogers, Neopets and Second Life) and embody
the intense and earnest ways that young people
consume and connect with imagery and characters
from pop culture. Donna Schons describes these
affiliations in relation to Rogers’s work: “Ridden
by insecurities connected to the transition from
children to grown-ups, young adults identify with
pop culture in unsurpassed ways.”6 While these
connections are often considered unimportant and
superficial by adults, Rogers forefronts the intensity
of these kinships through her first person poetry,
installations and objects featuring material from her
preteen and adolescent years.
Writing about the references to cartoon animation
in Hier’s work, Lumi Tan gives a brief outline of
the technology that was key to the phenomena
and widespread appeal of Disney in the 20th
century. The singular popularity of early Disney
animations, Tan explains, was aided by the studio’s
pioneering use of the multiplane camera. They
would shoot through several layers of imagery at
differing transparencies; creating “a heightened
sense of dimensionality in which 2-D characters
could more readily exist in 3-D space.”7 She gives
the example of The Old Mill (1937), an early Silly
Symphony short in which small woodland creatures
including frogs and birds experience a violent
night time storm: “The combination of lucid depth
perception in the highly detailed backgrounds with
the far more simply rendered eyes of the panicked
animals effectively draws out a sympathetic reaction
from viewers; their temporary peril feels in and of
our world.” Since then, at quickening pace, cartoon
characters have stepped further and deeper into the
spaces of our lived realities. Fictional avatars and

6 Donna Schons,
Bunny Rogers:
On the Unsettling
Obsessions of Youth,
Sleek, May 2017
7 Tan, Be true to
your teeth and they
won’t be false to you
(exhibition text).

virtual pets governed by users in digital spaces, and
the wider online cultures of which they are part,
feature strongly in Rogers’s work. She describes
growing up online as an experience of moving from
character to character; beginning with Neopets (a
website that allows you to create and care for virtual
pets), onto Furcadia (a role-playing game set in a
world of magical creatures) and then Second Life
(an online world in which residents create virtual
representations of themselves). References to these
online worlds that she ‘inhabited’ for long periods
of her life appear throughout Bunny’s practice.
Sister Unn’s (2011-12), for example, comprises an
installation of black roses in white vases (a reference
to the black rose items from the world of Neopets)
in a storefront in New York which she describes as
a sort of real-world Neopets gallery.8
In recent years there has been a resurgence of
interest in Ellen Cantor’s work and her bold
representations of female sexuality and desire,
often explored through fairy tales and the animated
Disney characters that were the subject of her
childhood fascination. Her practice was largely
driven by issues of reconciliation between the media
narratives we are immersed in as children and the
inevitable disappointment and disillusionment of
adult experiences. A vast majority of her work
(including painting, drawing, sculpture, video, and
film) explored the relationship between fictional
narratives and lived experience and the role of the
female protagonist as depicted in popular culture.
Often these characters (which she appropriated as a
means of autobiography) were taken from Disney
films. Examples of this include her 1999 film
Bambi’s Beastie Buddies, a series of pencil drawings
made in 1996 depicting Snow White’s sex life,
and the painting Untitled (Alice in Wonderland) (c.
1990), in which Alice is depicted with a menacing
skull looming over her shoulder. Her relationship
to cartoon heroines was complex and respectful;

8 Bunny Rogers,
Portfolio: Bunny
Rogers, Frieze, 9
Mar 2016, https://
frieze.com/article/
portfolio-bunnyrogers, accessed 2
June 2018.

she celebrated Cinderella and Snow White for
the hyper-feminine traits they were given and
recast them; “as the women that she believed they
actually were, which departed altogether from their
creator’s intent.”9 Describing a 2016 retrospective
of Cantor’s work in New York, Laura McLeanFerris writes, “It’s an adult world, but one in which
agency has been constructed by a femininity whose
sweet, confessional aesthetics mask erotic powers
of a challenging nature.”10
The “flatness of possibility” that Hier mentioned in
her artist statement is a result of the unprecedented
flow of information through digital channels
in which images are constantly reframed and
recontextualised as they are accessed by users
worldwide. These developments are accompanied
by a renewed interest culturally in exploring the
experiences of those who have grown up online.
Subjects related to childhood and adolescent
experience (especially, as with the artists mentioned
above, from the point of view of female-identified
artists), that have traditionally been absent from art
history narratives, are now becoming more visible
within cultural institutions.
Although in form and content her works are
decidedly different to the respective outputs of
both Cantor and Rogers, the adult/child and adult/
adolescent dynamics that operate within Hier’s work
creates a link between the three. In various ways,
their practices prompt thinking about the agency of
youth (and youthful femininity) and the reframing
and repositioning of disregarded visual systems
within art. These ideas percolate subtly around
Hier’s works. In her paintings a clear narrative is
never specified so that readings are left open to the
interpretation of the viewer. On the surface, visual
elements ‘talk back’ to one another, framed by titles
that take a similar tone.
While writing this text, a friend told me a story

9 Johanna
Fateman, Scene
Stealer: Jonathan
Berger talks to
Johanna Fateman
about the Art
of Ellen Cantor
Artforum, no. 55
(2 Oct. 2016): 218223.
10 Laura McLeanFerris, Open Failure
or Conditions
for a Failed
Self: Confession,
Narcissism, and
Empathy. Mousse,
no. 55 (OctoberNovember 2016):
246-253.

about woman she knows who one night decided to
declare her love to her boyfriend using a temporary
tattoo. Adhering the words ‘I LOVE YOU’ upside
down onto his chest while he slept knowing he
would look down and see them in the shower the
next morning. The playful form of her admission
sounded to me like a deliberate attempt to undermine
the gravity and potential embarrassment of a
declaration to which there is really only one correct
reply. In Hier’s titles, and the cartoonish imagery
drawn over her laboriously painted nature scenery,
flippant remarks and swift brush marks seem to act
as stand-ins for something weightier. The wording
of titles like Get your tongue out of my mouth because
I’m kissing you goodbye, and Pick me up or let me down
belong to an adolescent syntax in which, in a preemptive act, the urgency of feelings are dismissed
in the same breath as they are expressed.
Charmed at first by the eccentric characters she
meets in Wonderland, Alice becomes increasingly
frustrated with their opaque and unhelpful
exchanges. Pleas for advice from the Cheshire
Cat are met with vague and unrelated responses.
Similarly when she meets the Hatter at a tea party
later in the story, he subjects her to nonsensical tales
and riddles such as “Why is a raven like a writing
desk?”11 to which he himself has no answer. Alice’s
reasonable behaviour and her inquiring curiosity
about her surroundings are inconsistent with the
operating principles of Wonderland, which is ruled
by nonsense. In this context, Alice appears to be the
one who is ‘mad’. Before she departs the tea party,
the Hatter offers her a drink; “Would you like some
wine?” and when Alice replies that “Yes…” she
would like some, he responds with “We haven’t any
and you’re too young.”

Claire Walsh is a
curator and writer
based in Dublin.
She is Assistant
Curator at the
Irish Museum
of Modern Art
and her writing
appears in MAP
(mapmagazine.
co.uk) and Paper
Visual Art journal.
Stephanie Hier (b.
1992, Toronto)
lives and works
in New York.
Recent exhibitions
include: Dinner
that Night, Bureau,
New York (curated
by Weston Lowe)
(2018); No Vacancy
II, Alt Esc, New
York (curated by
Cecilia Salama)
(2017); Part and
Parcel, Downs and
Ross, New York
(2017); Be True
To Your Teeth
and They Won’t
be False to You,
NEOCHROME,
Turin, (2017)

11 Carroll, Alice’s
Adventures in
Wonderland: 81.

This exhibition
has been produced
in partnership
with Royal Over–
Seas League and
Hospitalfield. In
2017 David Dale
Gallery were
invited, alongside
Liverpool
Biennial, to
propose an artist
to participate
in ROSL and
Hospitalfield’s
Visual Arts
Scholars
programme.
Hier’s exhibition
is the result of
this partnership,
and the time she
spent in residence
at Hospitalfield
as part of the
programme. David
Dale Gallery are
very grateful
to ROSL and
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It is a common myth that getting pooed on by a pigeon
will bring you good luck. According to the article 10
Myths About Pigeons on howstuffworks.com1 , other
pigeon myths include that pigeons make bad fathers,
that they all look pretty much alike, that they explode
if you feed them rice, and that are pushovers. In actual
fact, the website confirms, pigeons are very loyal to
their families and mate for life, there is a great variety
between the colour of each pigeon’s feathers, pigeons
are able to digest raw grains of rice, and they’re
actually pretty aggressive when they feel that their
nests are in danger. The website is inconclusive about
the potentially prosperous nature of pigeon shit but

does state that it can cause “serious, life-threatening
fungal infections if inhaled in significant quantities”.
Also, bearing in mind potential health risks or not,
it’s quite hard to really care about whether you’re
being gifted any good luck or not when getting
pooed on by a pigeon. Rather than an overwhelming
sense of jubilation at the feeling of something wet
and warm splatting onto your head/shoulder/footthe prospect of all good things imminently coming
your way forever- you’re much more likely to feel a
pretty strong sinking feeling in your chest, as your
face contorts into a grimace and a loud swear, and
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your hand reaches up/around/down to confirm
that yes, you have just been shat on. You must then
find something to remove the offending shit, often
made more difficult if you’re out and about. Made
more embarrassing if you’re in public, with either a
pal or a stranger; you make sideways glances to see
if anyone has noticed and make a speedy decision
whether to openly acknowledge the presence of the
shit or whether scurry off pink cheeked and rancid,
followed by giggles from others of, “noooo! but it’s
good luck!.. it’s good luck!”
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It is hard to ignore the presence of the pigeons at

David Dale. During this year’s ridiculously glorious
summer they could always be seen basking in the sun
on the roof, pottering about looking for a snack in
the yard, pecking each other in courtship, puffing up
and squaring up for either procreative or combative
reasons. The other day C threw a stone at some
pigeons that were settled up on the warehouse roof
causing them to scatter, startled, over our heads
towards the main building, two effortlessly skimming
over the top of the roof and one smacking straight
into a top floor studio window ricocheting onto the
fire escape below. After a few final leg twitches, the
pigeon was confirmed deceased. It was left to decay

1. https://animals.
howstuffworks.
com/birds/top-10pigeon-myths.htm

peacefully on the hot metal stairs after it was grimly
			
		
pointed out by A that even if we did give it a decent
and respectful burial in the shallow flower beds in
the yard below it would probably just get dug up
and eaten by a fox or a carnivorous seagull later that
night anyway. (The next day M sensibly put it in the
big wheelie bin so as not to encourage any potential
predators into the yard.)
The pigeons also reside in the garden where this
year’s summer events programme has taken place.
They have made little homes in some holes high up in
the south facing wall and love to huddle and hang out

on the large metal beams that span the length of the
garden. Sometimes amongst the masses of feathers
and leaves and general detritus that gather in great
clumps around the edges of the garden you can find
tiny smashed pigeon eggs on the ground that must
have rolled out and fallen from their lofty nests.
I got pooed on by a pigeon (it might have been a
seagull but that wouldn’t fit quite as well into this
whole narrative) during the screening of 2ndlife
by Ben Jeans Houghton in the garden on Friday
6th July at around 10pm, about half way through
the film. I was pretty sure that I was the only one
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as well, several surrounding people with gasps of
panic narrowly missed the pigeon’s projectile which
splashed onto my white t-shirt and then very chilly
and goosepimply bare right leg just below my shorts
(the recent boiling weather had clouded my ability to

remember that it still got cold at night and stupidly
I hadn’t brought a change of clothes). I felt like I’d
taken one for the team really. After sitting patiently
covered in shit for the following 30 minutes until the
film ended, rather than scampering away to the toilet
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to clean the (albeit small amount of) shit off myself,
I double checked that, yes, I was the only one to get
shat on, and then excitedly pointed it out to a few
surrounding screening attendees as if it was some
kind of accomplishment. Something like an inevitable
rite of passage for someone who programmed an
hour long film screening outdoors in Glasgow.
The next day the Object Company carving workshop
was cancelled, to be rescheduled at a later date,
meaning that the garden would be empty from 3pm
that afternoon. We watched the World Cup quarter
finals outside on C’s huge 55-inch flatscreen TV

bought for his show in Aberdeen earlier in the year,
the rumble of crazed football fans coming through
the speakers that we set up for the film screening the
night before. Then A lit some wood in the pizza oven
and used it to get a barbecue going in the garden, and
the others, a combination of studio holders and pals
who appeared earlier whilst looking for somewhere
to watch the football, went to the Iceland down the
road to gather miscellaneous bbq meats, salad, rolls,
condiments and a questionable box of wine. The wine
is still in the fridge freezer T left in the room that is
unimaginatively referred to as the ‘pizza room’ (small
room next to the garden containing the pizza oven)
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after the Open Lunch event earlier in the summer. (I’m
still not sure if we can keep the fridge or not - good
for ice at openings though potentially, and Stasis kept
their trifle, sponge fingers, cherries, squirty cream
etc. in there for their Summer Party on the 29th Junea performance that ended up resembling a cake fight
at a children’s pool party/rave).
Later in the afternoon, the sun still beamed overhead
as we lounged around watching the second half
of the England-Sweden match. Stuffing ourselves
with large quantities of well-charred hot dogs and
burgers, H noticed a pigeon limping around the back

of the garden. After some encouragement/wafting
(scaring) it managed to fly directly upwards, landing
successfully in a large metal plant pot that was once a
piece of piping in the rafters of the warehouse across
the yard. Settling with great effort, it took shade
underneath the red, sun scorched Japanese Maple
Tree planted in the pipe pot by M earlier in the
summer in a good sunny spot, before the sun came
out and decided to obliterate everything. It stayed
there for the rest of the afternoon, occasionally
playing on our minds. Every half hour or so one of
us would remember about the wounded pigeon and
crane their neck round to check up on it. It still sat
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looking very sorry for itself under the burnt tree.
The observer would make a small forlorn noise then
shrug and sigh as a way of acknowledging to the rest
of the group the pigeon’s most probable fate, and our
collective lack of ability to do anything about it.
Gradually forgetting about the pigeon we witnessed
England eventually beat Sweden 2-0 (evidently a
consequence of the good luck I’d been gifted by
being shat on (disclaimer: I’m English, sorry)), and
continued to cram down charred sausages and sup
on lukewarm cans of Tennents.

Just to let you know that the box of white wine that
was in the fridge freezer I mentioned before was
actually perry and was eventually drank several
weeks later during the last event of the summer,
The Great David Dale Dionysia. The Perry was
shared out after the wine on the bar finished, and a
rainstorm of biblical proportions flooded us out of
the garden and inside (washing away all the shit that
normally peppers the ground of the garden, and
clearly posing as another inevitable rite of passage
for someone who willingly programmed a whole
series of outdoor events in Glasgow in summer.)
Once everyone was huddled inside, F started DJing
again (once the CDJs and PA had dried out) and L
made a toast to the gods thanking them for their
thunderous applause.

Epilogue
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A small pale worm emerges from a hole in the lacy
leaf of a translucent green cabbage, its white-raw
skin (do worms have skin? Is that a stupid question?)
seeming to blink under gallery light. Across the
room, a black and white moth, cut from vinyl lies
flat and unmoving on a wall, next to a large vertical
rectangular structure, its surface clad in richly
patterned greens, whilst its guts spill out of the
back in woven jade strands, a softly sinister tangle
of wires that go from the geometrical to the chaotic
and make one consider how much at the mercy of
unfathomable technology most of us are. These
objects reference the first (literal) computer bug, the
quiet, fluttering sabotage of a moth circling into the
inner workings of Harvard University’s Mark II
computer in 1947.1 On the ground is a geometric
maze of pipes, from which those delicate cabbages
seem to grow, only revealing when one looks closely,
the pixelated evidence of synthetic identity. This,
perhaps, references the industrial agricultural
systems with which humans continued our attempts
to control nature during the mid to late 19th century
and beyond.

Peeling back the
leaves
May Rosenthal
Sloan

Adams’s work, here and elsewhere dances around
the interplay between the natural and the manmade, bringing to the fore urgent questions of time
and labour, and the overarching, but often invisible
systems in and with which we all live. These are
questions with great winding tails that unravel into
the depths of human history. They are brought to
the surface in Adams’s practice with a range of often
contrasting methods and materials, underpinned by
rigorous research and complex thinking.
Two months before Adams’s exhibition, the same
walls at David Dale Gallery were adorned with
different cabbages, this time painted on canvas, their
leaves peeling back as alluringly as those of a cabbage
can, layered with the jarring imagery of temporary
tattoos, stark, black and sharp lined, contrasting

1 Stephanie
Straine,
Motherboard,
(David Dale
Gallery, 2018)

with the organic shapes, tones and colours of the
vegetables and yet somehow also reminiscent of
insects on leaves- not moths, not soft-edged enough
for that, mildly violent in their sharpness; synthetic
atop the organic. Part of Stephanie Hier’s Walnuts
and pears you plant for your heirs, the cabbages sat
amongst works that took the richness and intensely
worked base of 17th century still life scenes and
layered them with 20th and 21st century pop culture
imagery- Disney animated characters, and those
temporary tattoos.
Like Adams’s work, Hier’s is slowly, carefully built up,
layer upon layer of thoughtfully considered reference
points, visual material, skilful construction and
representation. The work of these two artists, very
different in style and presentation nonetheless have
something in common that goes beyond cabbage.
They are complex capsules of work, tightly woven
from an impressive number of visual, intellectual
and methodological threads which together form
fabric that is both thought provoking and beautiful.
They look at large swathes of history and art history,
and present distilled glimpses into complex worlds
and systems.
In her reflections on Hier’s work, Claire Walsh
remarks on the temporal range of reference points,
often pulled together to create a clarity of contrasts.2
Here, the imagery of childhood is dragged onto a
classical art historical backdrop, even as the medium
playfully refuses to sit still, imagery spilling off of
canvas, onto the wall and traversing material and
method. In Hier’s artist statement, she talks of the
‘flatness of possibility’ presented by contemporary
digital culture, in which a search for one thing leads
to another, and takes you down cultural and visual
rabbit holes, where the most divergent of content is
held together by a single conceptual thread. Walsh
compares this dynamic to the idea of actors having
to move from role to role and draws on artist Bunny

2 Claire Walsh,
We haven’t any and
you’re too young. A
short essay on the
work of Stephanie
Hier, (David Dale
Gallery, 2018)

Rogers’ description of growing up online being like
moving from character to character.3
This movement between chapters in an overarching
identity, or jumping from one visual reference to the
next, layering points that at once seem jarringly at
odds to one another but which also share some central
point is somehow reminiscent of many lived realities
in the broader arts. Whether for practitioners,
curators, writers or the host of other roles that go
into producing, exhibiting and reflecting on modern
creative practice, economic precarity is such that
it becomes necessary to treat a professional life
as a series of small and often seemingly discrete
chapters. Jumping from one job, exhibition, contract
or commission to the next, often geographically
dispersed and usually poorly remunerated makes for
lives in which creative energy jostles with practical
exhaustion.
But alongside the very real and urgent question
of how creative labour is paid, for those (including
myself) with the privilege of having just (just)
enough security to continue working in the field,
there are slivers of intellectual silver lining to the
dark cloud of poor pay and funding, and chronic
long-term insecurity. The necessity to create a career
out of patchwork temporary roles, whilst often soul
destroying, also means that one ends up making
practical and cerebral links between the many
different elements that make up one’s professional life,
as themes emerge across institutions, projects and
bodies of work and academic or artistic disciplines.
Of course, in the context of poor pay and funding
structures, this stimulating side effect will last only
until the economic precarity kills you (or until day
jobs eclipse passions). But that interdisciplinarity,
alive and well in the arts and humanities is one that
often goes hand in hand with a fighting spirit
and a desire to shine a light on (or even break) the

3 Ibid

systems that govern our lives. It is as if researchdriven kamikaze moths were flitting into economic
or political structures, armed with their skills, their
networks and their desire for something better.
Creative practitioners who employ intellectual rigour
to traverse the past, present and imagined futures
use art, design and performance to present ideas
and research to the world in a way that academics
sometimes struggle to do. In the realm of artistic
practice there is a level of creative flexibility and
freedom to experiment, and get it ‘wrong’ that other
kinds of research do not always embody. A richness
often emerges where there is disciplinary overlap and
collaboration, and creative practice can be as powerful
a research tool as many academic methodology.
Prototype Theatre’s A Machine They’re Secretly
Building takes on similar themes to some of Adams’s
work, examining global surveillance culture and its
relationship to geopolitics and economics through
incredibly taught scriptwriting and performance,
that is at once densely packed, sinister and witty. This
is the kind of work that provides new perspectives
and details on the world around us, presented with
a tense urgency that somehow manages to entertain,
educate and shock.4
Artist duo Cooking Sections have an expansive
practice that ranges from historical interrogation of
imperial capitalism to the future-looking Climavore
which examines man-made damage to the natural
world and lays out a series of regionally and
temporally adaptive eating scenarios that could
actually have a remediative impact on the planet. This
linking of the cultural and the scientific, underpinned
with a historical clarity and a purpose of vision is
compelling. By combining performative and visual
elements with eating events and recipes, they present
complex research with lucidity and beauty. And
further, they present us with the tantalising idea of

4 Andrew
Westerside, and
Prototype Theatre,
A Machine They’re
Secretly Building
(London: Oberon
Books, 2017)

a future that could be tangibly better; one that we
could all help to realise.5
Food, the subject I have spent much of my professional
life researching, is one around which creative practice
and academic research are experiencing a particularly
fertile collaborative culture at the moment, partly
because food does implicate us in such enormous
and all encompassing systems of economy, ecology,
culture and society. But there is the potential for
this, as with any complex subject matter or system,
which we would as a society benefit, from the help in
unpicking. Art, design and other forms of creative
practice and collaboration are potent tools in the
storytelling and visualisation of research. This might
occur through a diverse 3d rendering of historic
technological and manual labour and its impact on
the natural world, or by gazing at a perfectly executed
slice of classical oil painting, depicting purplish
grapes, just blushing blue, in the space of Foghorn
Leghorn’s cartoon body. But one way or another, by
engaging with work that is deeply embedded in rich
visual and intellectual research, we have the scope to
freely examine the potential of creative practice that
makes the world sit up and think.

5 Cooking
Sections, The
Empire Remains
Shop (New
York: Columbia
University Press,
2018)
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(1) OPERATIONAL LOGIC
In 1941 Grace Hopper (1906–1992) relinquished
her tenured mathematics professorship at Vassar
College to sign up to the war effort. By 1944 she
had graduated first in her Naval class and was
awarded the rank of Lieutenant. She was assigned
to a computer project, now commandeered by the
Navy, led by Howard Aiken at Harvard University.1
(2) Until 1945, the term ‘computer’ was ‘a job
description for a person who performed mathematical
operations for large-scale projects.2 In a February
1945 US defence report, George Stibitz signalled a
shift in the terminology’s definition, a transposition
from human to machine: ‘By “computer” we
shall mean a machine capable of carrying out
automatically a succession of operations of this kind
and of storing the necessary intermediate results ...
Human agents will be referred to as “operators” to
distinguish them from “computers” (machines).’3
(3) ‘FIRST ACTUAL CASE OF BUG BEING
FOUND’
On 9 September 1947, Hopper and her team working
on the Mark II computer ‘helped to popularize the
terms bug and debugging. The Mark II version of
the Harvard computer was in a building without
window screens. One night the machine conked out,
and the crew began looking for the problem. They
found a moth [...] that had gotten smashed in one
of the electromechanical relays. It was retrieved and
pasted into the logbook with Scotch tape. “Panel F
(moth) in relay,” the entry noted. “First actual case
of bug being found.” From then on, they referred to
ferreting out glitches as “debugging the machine.”’4
This account in itself edges towards the mythical:
the term ‘bug’ had been used since the nineteenth
century in relation to engineering glitches; Thomas
Edison used it in an 1878 letter to mean ‘technical
error.’
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(4) This incident, however, lodged firmly in the
collective imagination. The remains of the moth in
question have been preserved, first in the group’s
logbook at Harvard, and subsequently with the
document’s transfer to the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of American History in Washington,
D.C. Its tiny form, trapped against ever-yellowing
adhesive tape, appears now as if preserved in a
sliver of amber.
(5) Rachel Adams started using moths in her work
because of Grace Hopper, drawn to the bodily
potency of the moth ‘computer bug’ anecdote.
While it has assumed the character of an origin
story for this now common terminology, the
events merely literalised a figure of speech already
in use. As the logbook records, this particular
moth actualised the metaphor to enact a physical,
concrete disruption (‘first actual’). The moth inside
the Mark II computer stopping it from working, but
here – in this room – this quasi-apocryphal tale is
reinvented. What is synthesised in this new account
of bug and machine, comprised not of words but
instead a collection of objects made and assembled
for one space? Rachel Adams has envisaged this
exhibition space as a total environment, comprised
of three fundamentals: craft (and those processes
and materials associated with it, such as fabric, dyes
and macramé); industrial technology; and finally
nature. How these three elements interact with each
other is the subject of this space, and its history.
(6) In 1947 Grace Hopper witnessed the assimilation
of nature and technology that produced an
unexpected rearrangement of power relations,
summarised by Adams with the phrase: ‘Nature
is the saboteur.’ Nature holds the power; it has its
own strategies of action and counter-action. Let
us remember that, as Bruno Latour once said, ‘An
object that is merely technological is a utopia...’5
Correspondingly, an object that is brought to the

01/09/18: http://
sites.harvard.
edu/~chsi/
markone/about.
html
4 Walter Isaacson,
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New York, 2014,
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edu/gazette/
story/2014/12/
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5 Bruno Latour,
Aramis or the Love
of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.,
and London, 1996,
p.viii.

condition of nature, while remaining a material and
technical hybrid, offers a glimpse of production
that is equally hand- and machine-made, both and
neither, evading binary constructs.
(7) TECHNOLOGY’S GENDER
Commander Howard Aiken, director of the Mark
I and Mark II computer projects at Harvard, many
years later would describe Lt. Hopper as a ‘good
man.’ The highest compliment he could give Grace
Hopper was to erase her gender, or rather, to
reallocate it.
(8) DEGREE OF DISORDER
Is this installation environment a closed system,
and therefore one which invites entropy? Entropy is
the tendency of all closed systems to become inert,
having lost the ability to uphold a particular state.
The computer in this room is both an ordered, rigid
and geometrically coherent structure, and a mess
of cables, an entanglement that resists order and
lurches toward decay. It is both a technological entity
and its apparent opposite, a rich, plush furnishing
– something luxuriant and tactile, offering us
macramé, the craft of knot tying, one other form of
connective circuitry. (And a leisure pursuit shared
by sailors and housewives alike.) It demands to be
touched, to relate to the body, while also resisting
the human realm. The computer is a machine, but
we cannot know what it really does; what function
it performs. It is – in effect – subject to what Robert
Smithson would call, embracing the vocabulary
of entropy, ‘monumental inaction.’6 The messy,
fibre-based innards reassert its handmadeness as if
challenging the assumption that computers must be
sleek, cool and elevated beyond the human touch,
while still engineered to tap into the human desire
for acquisition (of soon-to-be consumer products)
on the basest bodily level.

6 Robert
Smithson, Entropy
and the New
Monuments, in
Artforum (June
1966), reprinted in
Robert Smithson:
The Collected
Writings, ed. Jack
Flam, Berkeley,
Los Angeles and
London, 1996, p.12

(9) THE MOTH BREAKS THE SYSTEM
In this room, the moths’ wings appear like a
Rorschach test. Randomly generated digital
splatter is produced using Photoshop, then the
pattern is flipped, traced and cut into vinyl stickers.
Resembling both the cabbage moth and the pepper
moth this new species is born in code. Memorably,
industrialisation in northern Europe caused the
pepper moth to invert its features, from white with
black smudges to become black with white smudges,
so that it could blend in with newly sooty trees. The
adaptation of this reversal speaks to the technologylike ‘updates’ of nature: the evolutionary impulse to
survive under new conditions by upgrading your
hardware, be that IBM computer cabinetry or the
pattern of a moth’s wings.
(10) INSERT ONE: ‘RAVENOUS INVADERS’
The 1974 film Phase IV, directed by graphic designer
Saul Bass in his only feature, unfolds a scenario
in which nature – ants, specifically – controls,
disrupts and co-opts humanity and technology in
equal measure. Turning the tables on our assumed
hierarchies, the tiny insects (terrifying en masse)
assume a dominant position in the Arizona desert’s
ecosystem. The film shows us the ants’ newfound
ability to communicate with each other, across
species. There is a corresponding ‘biological
imbalance’ – the ants’ predators are dying out.
What remains, in this place, of the unbuilt and
abandoned ‘Paradise City’ housing development, is
just a parched grid. It is the apocalyptic American
Dream, charred and desolate like a nuclear test site.
The film’s score is atonal, abstract and suggestive
of computer beeps, with squeaking, high-pitched
sounds for the ants’ collective workforce.
Anthills assume the proportions of monolithic
towers – like oversize CPUs, controlled not by a
circuit board but by the hive mind and its queen:
a literal motherboard. The film’s camerawork
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consistently elides the ants and the humans; their
bodies are given an equivalency. The ants are
described by one of the film’s human protagonists
as ‘individual cells, tiny functioning parts’ – like the
components of a technology they are here to study.
The ants are framed technologically as much as the
computers are, and they take over the scientists’ field
lab with apparent ease: chewing through a cable to
disconnect their essential air conditioning system,
upon which both man and their machines rely.
With this act of sabotage, the insects occupy
machinic territory. Of the two scientists, James
starts to ‘decipher the ant language’ from the
sounds recorded, attempting to communicate with
them, while Ernest believes that he can ‘educate
this power’; an almost colonial attitude of assured
domination over the ants. In reality, it is the
humans who are the bugs in the ants’ social and
environmental machine; it is humanity that needs
to be ‘debugged.’ The film ends with the humans
becoming host bodies for the ant colony, James
uttering the words: ‘We were being changed and
made part of their world. We didn’t know for what
purpose. But we knew we would be told.’7
(11) Rachel Adams’s single-room installation fails
to confirm what purpose it serves. Its components
allude to productive systems of business and
farming, but without clear articulation of an
ultimate objective. From the lamps to the desk to
the low structural field harbouring cabbages, it
presents a concept of labour lacking confirmation
or fixity. Some elements appear recognisably officebased, while others gesture towards industry
outdoors. This room’s machine hub is a green-ongreen tie dye fabric, panelled in reference to IBM’s
design shift of the mid-sixties, when computers
stopped looking like domestic appliances and began
to take design cues from Cadillacs, which is to say,
the ultimate object of consumer desire. In 1964

7 James R. Lesko
(Michael Murphy),
in Phase IV,
directed by Saul
Bass, Los Angeles:
Paramount
Pictures, 1974.

IBM launched their System/360 model, a roomsized computer mainframe available commercially
in five standard colours.8
(12) The welcome desk of this space is a custombuilt construction of Formica on plywood. It has a
precise, factory-built finish. If its labour isn’t visible,
is it still quantifiable as such? The desk is home to a
series of holes drilled by CNC – computer numerical
control – that appear like a punch-hole or tickertape pattern, suggestive of clocking in and clocking
out, a visual manifestation of our physical labours
as marshalled by working time. It’s also a reminder
of the electro-mechanical punch tape operations
of the Mark I computer. This trail is an absence
that stands in for the hours worked, the labour
given up or rendered whole, a transfer of time,
energy and matter from individual to a collective,
corporate or otherwise variously productive end
point. Looking around the room we might also read
these incongruous holes as evidence of caterpillar
consumption. The holes indicate a lack, a loss that is
also indicative of sustenance achieved by the insect
on its way to becoming a cabbage moth. All that
energy has to go somewhere.
(13) HEAT DEATH
The Heat Death of the Universe is a short story by
Pamela Zoline, first published in 1967 and widely
considered to be one of the most innovative (and
genre-defying) contributions to the sci-fi genre
at this time. It locates the disorienting effects of
system breakdown in the family home, and in the
personhood of one Californian housewife, Sarah
Boyle.9 As Esther Leslie notes, Zoline’s text
‘visioned the entropic decay present in the seemingly
perfect world of convenience consumer products
and chemically based substitutes.’10 Sarah Boyle’s
worries about sugar in particular seem startlingly
prescient. Long before our uncertain obsession
over what is safe and healthy to feed children today,

8 See IBM’s history
of the System/360,
accessed 09/09/18:
http://www-03.
ibm.com/ibm/
history/ibm100/
us/en/icons/
system360/
impacts/
9 Pamela Zoline,
The Heat Death
of the Universe
first published in
New Worlds, No.
173, July 1973.
Reprinted in Busy
About the Tree of
Life and Other
Stories, London,
1988, pp.50–65.
10 Esther Leslie,
Synthetic Worlds:
Nature, Art and the
Chemical Industry,
London, 2005,
p.236.

Sarah Boyle’s concerns about her children’s day-glo
packaged breakfast cereal have a visceral, pulsing
power. The artificiality of foodstuffs is an abiding
theme – the extremity of their processing which
leads to an unnatural state of consumption and
absorption; a union of nature and artifice.
(14) In the words of Mary E. Papke, Zoline’s short
story ‘marries science to fiction, all for the purpose
of detailing one day in the life of Sarah Boyle and
her mental disintegration. It effects this marriage
through the inclusion of scientific explanations but
also in its presentation of all information through a
series of axioms, hypotheses, definitions, narrative
fragments and summaries that instantiate the
scientific principles inserted into the story.’11 The
story is recorded in short, numbered paragraphs
to reinforce ‘the “experiment” of our observing
Sarah Boyle,’ creating an effect similar to the ants’
detached, experimental treatment of the humans in
Phase IV.12
(15) FORCED GROWING
The plants need watering in Sarah Boyle’s house. A
hydroponic field in this space ensures the automated
growth of crops without soil; the efficient delivery
of water above ground, via mechanical delivery
system. Again we witness a transformation of states
within a closed system. If this white plastic floorbased structure is based on a hydroponic growing
field, it adopts its feedback loop mechanisms while
diverging significantly from the real. These cabbages
are made rather than grown. This is a system that
is not functional: the hydroponic field alludes to
forced crop growth, but without the elements
required for such a function. It’s an operational
feint; a gesture towards a field of production that
remains unfulfilled, unprocessed and uninitiated.
The cabbages hang on as if for dear life. It is not at
all clear whether this gridded system is indeed their
life support, or that which inflicts their decay and

11 Mary E.
Papke, A Space
of Her Own:
Pamela Zoline’s
“The Heat Death
of the Universe”,
in Daughters of
the Earth: Feminist
Science Fiction
in the Twentieth
Century, ed. Justine
Larbalestier,
Middletown,
Conn., 2006,
pp.144–159,
accessed 01/09/18:
https://justinelarbalestier.com/
books/daughtersof-earth/excerpts/
papke/
12 Ibid.

death. Is the system sustaining the cabbages or are
the cabbages sustaining the system?
(16) These various elements within the installation
together instigate a conversation: in cybernetics,
the term ‘conversational’ ‘refers to a feedback loop
between a command and its activator.’13
(17) THE GARDEN
Outside this gallery space there are two dark green
cabbage lamps. Sarah Doyle’s suburban California
is summed up by two ‘natural’ colours (‘cunt pink
and avocado green’) but amongst this ecological
harmony is a seeping toxic presence, ‘fumey
ammoniac despair,’ from which the home offers no
refuge. Cabbage moths are an utter blight: their
caterpillars eat brassicas especially, as their name
suggests. As with Sarah Boyle’s home so too in
this space there is growth and blight, renewal and
destruction. The hole punches on the cabbage leaves
and on the desk also appear on the leaves of the
green lightshades, and are indicative of this blight
– they trace the pattern of crop consumption and
devastation, marking the ability of something tiny
to wreak havoc on vast swathes of farming land.
(18) HEAT FORMATION
László Maholy-Nagy and Naum Gabo began
working with heat-formed plastic in the 1920s
and early 1930s, attracted to these newly available
materials and their potential for transformation.
Moholy-Nagy even heated and warped sheets of
Plexiglas in his kitchen oven, in a beautiful blend of
domesticity and cutting-edge artistic practice. The
new acrylic options in the 1960s caused this earlier
technique to slip into obsolescence. What does this
old technology of heat-formation allow the object to
do? As well as contorting or curving a flat surface to
oscillate between two- and three-dimensions, it also
retains a sensation of malleability; an awareness
of its change of state, from solid to near-liquid,

13 Latour, 1996,
op. cit., p.306.

from firmness and resistance to a state of pliability
– a potential for slippage between different states,
between different categories and cartographies. It is
a permissible form.
(19) LOOSE HEADS
These cabbage leaves were scanned and then screen
printed onto laser-cut acrylic, finally heat-formed
to various three-dimensional shapes.14 The Savoy
cabbage, Brassica oleracea L. var. sabauda, is a medieval
variety with a loose ‘head’ originating in Western
Europe, probably Germany, which gained its name
in the sixteenth century from an association with
the Italian Savoy province in France.
(20) A 1967 essay by E. P. Thompson examines
how technology re-shaped the working day in the
late eighteenth century, away from an agrarian
community model and towards the industrial
capitalist system. He charts technology’s impact
on our bodily rhythms, focusing on the imposition
of clock time. As Thompson remarks: ‘Those who
are employed experience a distinction between
their employer’s time and their “own” time […]
Time is now currency: it is not passed but spent.’15
His concern is ‘simultaneously with time-sense
in its technological conditioning, and with timemeasurement as a means of labour exploitation.’16
(21) Our contemporary attitudes towards work’s
definition and our labour’s boundaries have become
more diffuse, less concrete, more confused. Many
of us lack the ability to determine our working
hours or agree those hours contractually. The blur
between work and leisure time, in this freelance, gig
economy labour market, has become an absolute.
If we have lost the solid, irrefutable certainty
(with an exploitative tinge) of the punch in,
punch out clock-based mentality, then what have
we gained in return? If we choose to stream TV
shows instead of working, that is our choice, in a

14 For an account
of the historical
use of cabbages as
stand-ins for human
heads, see Rachel
Adams and Nicolas
Helm-Grovas,
Theses on Restaurants
(A Discontinuous
Perambulation on
Time, the Guillotine,
Gastronomy and the
French Revolution),
accessed 02/09/18:
http://www.
jerwoodvisualarts.org/writing-and-media/
theses-on-restaurants-adiscontinousperambulationon-on-time-theguillotine-gastronomy-and-the-frenchrevolution/#_ednref15
15 E. P.
Thompson, ‘Time,
Work-Discipline
and Industrial
Capitalism,’ in
Past and Present,
No. 38 (December
1967), p.61.
16 Ibid., p.80.

sense, but we suffer in some way – one less task
complete, one less shift clocked. If there is no real
end (and no real beginning) to work, if we work
without temporal and spatial restriction, how do we
measure anything? Our output, our productivity,
our improvements? Or do we resist the capitalist
logic of this continuous cycle of self-assessment
and self-negation, and choose instead to stop
marking time, to return to a pre-industrial, taskbased delineation of the working day? We still have
deadlines to meet, meetings to attend, and many
other markers of our labour’s delineation. Britain’s
productivity is statistically considered to be one
of the lowest in Europe, so perhaps this warm
embrace of inefficiency is merely inevitable. How
much disorder can we allow into the system, before
it can no longer constitute itself as a system? Is it
perpetually noon here, just shy of lunch, the day
stretching ahead of us?
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Moth
In some respects, Rachel Adams’s exhibition Noon,
began with a moth. A central element to the exhibition
is, the American computer scientist, Grace Hopper’s
discovery of a sizable moth short circuiting elements
of her computer in 19471. The motif of a moth acts
as a stand in for this story, sporadically occurring
throughout this exhibition, manifesting itself within
vinyl reproductions and their anticipated acts upon
the acrylic cabbage sculptures. Hopper’s moth met
its demise that evening, as the vast majority of nonhuman to human interactions unfold.
However, that’s not always the case. As described
by biologists such as Julian Huxley, organisms can,
on occasion, carry attributes through no distinct
evolutionary design, that assist a species due to the
inherent prejudices of humans. An example of this
is Haploa Clymene, a moth with a cross (resembling
the crucifix) on it’s back. Huxley notes, that on the
occasion of this particular moth2, it’s species has
survived better than others due to human’s (in some
cultures) reluctance to kill something bearing a cross,
so to speak.
Film
In Mirko Canesi’s following exhibition, a key work
was his Cinema for Basil. An ambitious work which
developed from the Masara Emoto rice experiment3.
The conjecture being that if one is verbally kind
to an organic matter it will flourish, whereas if
one is cruel, then the matter will collapse. Canesi
extrapolated this hypothesis to involve conditioning
for the matter subjected. So, for Canesi’s version of
the experiment, a group of Basil was grown from
seed. They were afforded adequate light, heat and
water – though enjoyed all day and night the Rite of
Spring section of Disney’s 1940 classic Fantasia on
repeat. This was to instil a level of fortitude, within
the basil, that the segment of the film expounds.
The particular segment of Fantasia, Rite of Spring, is
a complex and detailed look at aspects of evolution

Green Tunnels
Max Slaven

1 Of the many
anecdotal stories
surrounding
Grace Hopper,
one of the most
famous concerns
the discovery of
the first computer
“bug”. The term
“bug” had been
used by engineers
since the time of
thomas Edison
to describe
mechanical
malfunctions.
Hopper should
be given credit
for introducing
the term into
the language of
computing and,
in particular,
programming.
She described the
events surrounding
the now-infamous
moth as follows:
When we were
debugging Mark
II, it was over in
another building,
and the windows
had no screens on
them and we were

on earth from the dawn of time. The film moves
from the formation of multi-cell organisms to the
rein, and ultimate demise, of large dinosaurs. Taking
care not to involve humans in the mix, lest they incur
the wrath of creationists4. For the writers and storyboard artists, the task of creating and articulating
this world was obviously a difficult matter. And,
prudently, they consulted a number of biologists and
astronomers on the particulars of their animation.
One of these consultants was Julian Huxley5,
connected possibly through Stravinsky’s6 friendship
with his younger brother Aldous.
Entropy
The travel of influence between these two brothers
was definitely bi-directional though. As early as 19317
Julian began discussing that he believed that evolution
ran counter to the 2nd law of Thermodynamics, and
therefore Entropy. He developed this position over
the subsequent 30 years, that nature’s progress was
essentially anti-entropic. A few years later Aldous,
possibly influenced by his older brother, began an
engagement with entropy within human nature
and philosophy8 - it could be conceived, that he was
determined to set human nature, with it’s myriad
flaws, against Julian’s steady evolutionary progress.
We have a certain capacity for self destruction, and
our energies are rarely expelled in the direction the
would be for our best benefit. The heightened self
consideration that humans are afforded often works
against their biological best interest, efforts set to
disorder and disintegration.
Green
She started crying, for no reason whatever.9
She is about to begin to cry. Her mouth is opening.
She is crying. She cries.10
… 11
Entropy
In Stephanie Straine’s text Motherboard, Straine

working on it at
night, of course,
and all the bugs in
the world came in.
And, one night she
[MarkII] conked
out and we went to
look for the bug and
found an actual large
moth, about four
inches wing span,
in one of the relays
beaten to death, and
we took it out and
put it in the log book
and pasted Scotch
tape over it.
From that moment
on, it was common
practice for Hopper
and the rest of the
Harvard crew to
inform (Lieutenant
Commander
Howard)Aiken
that they were
“debugging”
the computer
when either the
hardware or the
coding went amiss.
The account is
relayed in Kurt W.
Beyer, Grace Hopper
and the Invention
of the Information
Age (Smithsonian
Institution,
2009). And is
referenced in the
text accompanying
Rachel Adams’s
exhibition
Stephanie Straine,
Motherboard (David

highlights the short story by Pamela Zoline The Heat
Death of the Universe12, as an important allusion within
Adams’s exhibition. Widely considered to be one of
the most innovative and genre-defying contributions
to the sci-fi genre at the time. It locates the disorienting
effects of system breakdown in the family home, and
in the personhood of one Californian housewife,
Sarah Boyle. In this text, Straine references Esther
Leslie’s interpretation that Zoline’s text ‘visioned the
entropic decay present in the seemingly perfect world
of convenience consumer products and chemically
based substitutes.’13 There are many connections to
be drawn between the short story, its context, and the
exhibition; but the primary ones articulated within
Straine’s text are the ‘union of nature and artifice’
in relation to Adams’s hydroponic cabbage patch, the
leaves of which are peppered with holes attributed
to the caterpillars of Cabbage Moths. Commenting
on the closed system of forced growing, Straine
links the entropic breakdown of Sarah Boyle, to the
caterpillars’ devastation on a crop, that something so
small can wreck such havoc.
Film
The acrylic CNC/ caterpillar eaten cabbages in
the gallery formed part of this hydroponic closed
system, whereas outside in the garden they still
sway14, functioning as lampshades for pendant lights
furnished with green bulbs. During Mirko Canesi’s
exhibition, the lamps swung in front of another
forced growing system, Canesi’s Cinema for Basil.
Outside of gallery opening hours, a timer within
the incubator activated a series of LED lights,
specifically designed to assist the Basil’s growth.
These lights were on during the night, to push the
basil, so were never visible to an audience. However,
by a coincidence, the colour of this light emitted was
a shocking pink – really quite jarring with the green
of the lamps.

Dale Gallery,
2018).
2 Julian Huxley,
If I Am To Be
Remembered:
Correspondence
Of Julian Huxley,
ed. Krishna R.
Dronamraju &
Joseph Needham
(World Scientific,
1993)
3 Masaru Emoto’s
rice experiment
was designed
to empirically
prove how speech
and “message”
can influence
matter. During
the experiment,
cooked rice is put
in three different
containers, every
day “thanking” the
first one, saying
“I hate you” to the
second one and
ignoring the third
one. After a month
the “thanked”
rice appears
to be perfectly
conserved, the
second one,
“insulted”, alters
its form and
becomes black
while the third
one, “ignored”,
spoils entirely.
Similarly to the
spoken word,

Moth
At times in night it was faintly possible to see the
contrasting pink and green radiate from the space,
through the opaque windows on the front of the
space and over the street facing wall. With mist, dust
and insects picked out by the light.15

comparable results
can be achieved by
putting labels on
which hate or love
words are written.
There are many
examples of this
that can be found
online, on sites
such as YouTube,
where curious or
sceptical people
have recreated
the experiment,
obtaining the
same result. In
Cinema for Basil,
Canesi assumes
that Dr. Emoto’s
theories are true
and proceeds by
speculating what
could happen if
information, as
immediate but
sensorially more
complex, was to be
given to an edible
plant during its
growth. However,
once the exhibition
ended and the
power to the
incubator was cut,
it transpired that
the Scottish winter
would be the
principal deciding
factor in the lives
of these young
seedlings.
4 Charles Pence,
Bringing Evolution
to the masses:

This text was written to sit between Noon, Rachel
Adams, 15.09 – 20.10.18 & Contra, Mirko Canesi, 10.11
– 15.12.18 and is part of a series of commissioned texts
between exhibitions in 2017 and 2018.
Max Slaven is Programme Director at David Dale
Gallery.

Disney’s Fantasia as
History of Biology,
2017 (Retrieved
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5 Lucas O.
Seastrom,
Fantasia’s Rite
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Document”, 2014.
(Retrieved from
animstudies.
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6 Stravinsky
first met Aldous
Huxley in 1934,
and although they
didn’t meet again
until 1946 they
were both aware
of each other’s
work, and that
they had both
moved to the west
coast of the USA.
Subsequently the
two became very
close maintaining
a relationship
for over 20
years. Stravinsky
dedicated his
final orchestral
work to the
memory of Aldous
Huxley, after
his death. Sara
Diane Outhier,
Igor Stravinsky
and Aldous
Huxley: Portrait

of a Friendship
(Cameron
University, 2007).
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Science and Religion:
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(Scribner, 1931).
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an Inquiry into the
Nature of Ideals
(Collins, 1937).
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(George H. Doran
Company, 1921).
10 Pamela Zoline,
The Heat Death of
the Universe (New
Worlds, 1967).
11 Green Tunnels,
with its arresting
imagery, links
in my mind to
Zoline’s use of
green within
Heat Death…,
as described in
Stephanie Straine’s
text, Motherboard,
to accompany
Rachel Adams’s
exhibition. Straine
references Zoline’s
imagery of “Cunt
Pink and Avocado
Green”, though

it is possible that
the potential
infanticide
committed by the
green snake –
when coupled with
the 13th Century
Italian green
tunnels – speak to
the two exhibitions
use of pervasive
green light. To
paraphrase Goethe,
the green light
employed by
both is a certain
violence, belied by
its seduction.
“Every decided
colour does a
certain violence
to the eye, and
forces the organ to
opposition”. Johann
Wolfgang Von
Goethe, Theory
of Colours, Trans.
Charles Lock
Eastlake (John
Murray, 1840).
12 Pamela Zoline,
The Heat Death of
the Universe (New
Worlds, 1967).
13 Esther Leslie,
Synthetic Worlds:
Nature, Art and the
Chemical Industry
(London, 2005).
14 The majority
of the works
commissioned for

the outside space
within the garden
programme remain
as semi-permanent
works. Within the
2018 programme
there are also
semi-permanent
works by Augustas
Serapinas and
Stephanie Hier.
15 The winter
moth (Operophtera
brumata) is a moth
of the family
Geometridae. It
is an abundant
species of Europe
and the Near East
and a famous
study organism
for evaluating
insect population
dynamics. It is
one of very few
lepidopterans of
temperate regions
in which adults
are active in late
autumn and early
winter. The adults
use endothermy for
movement in these
cold temperatures.
The female of
this species is
virtually wingless
and cannot fly,
but the male is
fully winged and
flies strongly. (en.
wikipedia.org/
wiki/Winter_
moth)

[ PLEASURE NOT CRUEL FACILITY ]
fox demanse
		
		
		
		
		

Owen Vince

is
eighteen thousand miles
in diameter. Sometimes you can 		
hear a carelessness
in the air. It sounds like snow
falling on canvas.

the forest has
an underground
or subterranean entrance; I go there
to be surprised
“!“
I myself am an absolute abyss.
		—Antonin Artaud
by my own memories
. Once, I was very certain
about my Destination;
					XXX
			
X
Now I am less certain about one thing
only –
the weather; why it is always beating Down
so hard , and why — at the point at which
the forest declines , wets
with rot , becomes drug fruit ; hangs like
dead . + yet its shame is still , alive and 		
spreading .

These poems have
been presented by
Owen Vince for
Mirko Canesi’s
exhibition Contra.
The exhibition
(10 Nov – 15
Dec 18), has been
curated by The
Workbench, Milan,
as part of David
Dale Gallery’s ongoing programme
of organisational
exchanges.

[ REDACTED NOT CRUEL FACILITY ]
			— the heliport
blazes, its lights miraculous
Dumplings ; the size of closed
hands.
		
The Fox archipelago is
		
		
[ REDACTED ]
		
or , in fact , merely at peace
		
with itself. i wish i was the side 		
		fallen
		
over of a blank , body in its 		
		
hands; the ornate
		
Beaut, is lingering, and run 		
		
about with birds.
Green waste ; it is junk , or snake ( d )
Eat ; the mask and its widened ceremonials — a
region of an empire , underpass ,
+ gold face . tselinoyarsk , entered
+ by nudity ; the naked body of a snake , its
stomach
ripening
as we speak
; ; ; to wide fruit , penumbra , hanging
ripens , knots — a river of black green
The debris of audiovisual production, the trash that
washes up on the digital economies’
shores. —Hito Steyerl
blooms , these + grow into the body’s underneath .
which slid
into the region , , eventually
Later island is future; knowing that no Body is
capable
of withstanding the pressure of
remembering
its own annihilation – of how No Body is
capable
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of remembering its own murder . the facility
was stabbed
with Different elements; white covered and
graceless
men , who arched their fingers around their
fingers;
and shot white, brilliant air into the sky .
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[ MISSION OBJECTIVES NOT CRUEL
FACILITY ]
index to become less rendered within the surface
area of the jungle ; faces cannot be testified ,
elongated , kissed
openly . pressure flows from
the finger into		
the finger .
“your mission is to infiltrate
Tselinoyarsk in the Soviet mountains,
ensure the
safety of Sokolov, and bring him back
to the West.”
The fury ; the fury ; the fury ; the argument ; the quarry ;
the machine tool
sheds in which i accumulated sadness . the waiting ; the
waiting ; the fury
of being seen
		 &c
			
devoured , by listless
animals — frightful with gore in their mouths .
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Mirko Canesi’s artistic research revolves around
the concept of reality, and how it could be modified,
perceived and utilised.
In the artist’s vision there are no such things as
barriers between sides and his goal is to unite what
appears distant and incompatible, making different
bodies co-exist to give rise to a third way. This way
should not be told through the artistic artifice, but
by turning the artistic action itself to an existing
and concrete thing, which, once real, begins to
trigger new dynamics.
Mirko Canesi’s research is focused towards
the activation of a process in which cultural
superstructures are removed and the filters of
a subjective vision are limited, with the aim of
identifying the possibilities and beauty that the
solid plane of reality already offers.
Reality as such is seen as a complex medium or
display which offers itself to support different
visual contents. Employing various manmade and
industrial materials, Canesi imagines new aesthetic
possibilities in which the relationships between
natural and artificial are diluted, integrated or
emulated in each other. Reality is then analysed over
and again.
Within this mental framework, the artwork,
reaching its so called activation state, becomes the
epicentre of a critical and empirical reflection of
reality.
For his exhibition, Contra, at David Dale Gallery,
Glasgow, curated by The Workbench, Canesi
organises the exhibition in two complementary
environments: the Gallery’s own space and the
Garden.
In the gallery, the environment filled with green
light directs the reading of the present artworks
in a predetermined way such as the panelling
made of a series of modular elements covered by
black, white and grey silicone and placed over one
of the space’s walls; a large art work that repeats

Contra
Pietro Di Lecce
written for the
exhibition
Contra
Mirko Canesi
Curated by
The Workbench,
Milan
10.11 - 15.12.18
David Dale
Gallery, Glasgow
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mimicking mirrored marbles. It also integrates
on its surface the projection of a fragment of the
animation film Akira (Japan, 1988), specifically the
famous opening scene portraying the showdown of
motorcycle gangs.
The planters in the space contribute a recurring
element of the artist’s production, in which plants
become a sort of official device for the display of
visual content, without caring much for the type
of content expressed. The three planters exposed,
shaped like cubes moved to 60° like in axonometric
plans, host plants that have undergone marbling
procedures on their leaves.
The rest of the gallery hosts sculptural elements
made up of by resin-made climbing grips, objects
that were mass-produced independently from
the artist’s will, taken away from the industrial
production because of the erroneous assumption
on the non-artificial nature of their material, just
because of a similarity with rock. Now they are the
basis for the creation of a new covering material.
By contrast, the Garden space hosts a sculpture
made up of a closed structure, a sort of cinemagreenhouse placed under a glass wall used as a
canopy; the structure has been realised in profiled
aluminium normally employed in the robotics
industry, repurposed and modified by the artist in
some parts.
The Cinema for Basil is a sculpture that was already
temporarily made in 2014 and was re-edited for the
exhibition at the David Dale Gallery. The project
draws on the theories of para-scientist Masaru
Emoto and his rice experiment, empirically proving
how speech and “message” can influence matter.
During the experiment, cooked rice is put in three
different containers, every day “thanking” the first
one, saying “I hate you” to the second one and
ignoring the third one.
After a month the “thanked” rice appears to be
perfectly conserved, the second one, “insulted”,
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alters its form and becomes black while the third
one, “ignored”, spoils entirely.
Similarly to the spoken word, comparable results
can be achieved by putting labels on which hate or
love words are written.
There are many witnesses of this that can be found
online, in media such as YouTube, where curious
or sceptical people have recreated the experiment,
obtaining the same result.
In Cinema for Basil, Canesi assumes that Dr. Emoto’s
theories are true and proceeds by speculating what
could happen if information, as immediate but
sensibly more complex, was to be given to an edible
plant during its growth.
Cinema for Basil is a closed structure which
functions as a greenhouse (controlled lighting and
temperature) suitable for the growth of plants, in
which these grow as if they were the audience to
a 24/7 show of the repeated audio-video segment
Rite of the Spring, Fantasia, 1940, Walt Disney,
during which the origin of life and the subsequent
fight for survival among dinosaurs is shown,
until its conclusion when a Tyrannosaurus kills a
Stegosaurus. Some screenshots have been replicated
by the artist on the external surface as wooden
inlays, ironically made out of plastics which mimic
wood.
The work aims to alter the vision of the viewer
beyond the rice experiment’s initial assumption so
as to trigger new paths of thought beneficial for the
creation of new systems.
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The exhibition,
curated by The
Workbench,
Milan, is part of
an ongoing series
of organisational
exchanges
initiated by David
Dale Gallery. The
project is preceded
by exchanges with
Swimming Pool,
Sofia and SALTS,
Birsfelden, and
will be followed by
an Exchange with
Rupert, Vilnius in
2019/20. David
Dale Gallery will
present a solo
exhibition by
Glasgow based
artist Lauren
Gault at The
Workbench, Milan
in February 2019,
as the second part
of this exchange.
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